
 

 

 

Rules 
 

Our rules are here to create better quality classes for  your children. We want to eliminate 

any unnecessary distractions and keep a unified and respectful environment. 

RESPECT 

Creating a respectful environment throughout our school is important to us.  

Students must be respectful towards teachers and other students and of course our 

teachers are respectful towards our students.  

We ask parents to always speak to our teachers with respect and patience as they are doing 

their best. Our teachers are always happy to receive feedback in a positive manner. 

Feedback is always very welcome at Piri Ballet, as we continually strive to improve our 

school and your feedback helps us greatly to do this. 

UNIFORM 

Uniforms are set for each level and obligatory to wear weekly. You can buy that uniform 

from us on our webshop or at any other dance shop as long as it meets our requirements. 

We do not accept similar designs or colours. Please see our uniform guidelines at the 

bottom of our webpage:  www.piriballet.ch 

NO JEWELRY 

Only small earrings are allowed. Please make sure to take off all armbands, necklaces etc 

before class. Again, it helps eliminate distraction and it is safer. 

WATER BOTTLE 

Please make sure your child has a water bottle to drink from during class. Only water is 

allowed in the classroom. No other drinks or food are allowed in the studio. 

 

 

http://www.piriballet.ch/
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HAIR 

Children with neatly tied back hair into a ballet bun 

take themselves and the class more seriously.  

 Hair that is not done properly is one of the biggest 

distractions in class for the student.  

Their hair needs to be neatly tied back in a ballet 

bun. Use hair clips so all the hair is tied back. If hair is 

too short for a ponytail, please use a hair band. 

Please see these hair tutorials if you are unsure how to do it: 

SHORT & MEDIUM HAIR  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=882m4QKu0sg 

 

LONG HAIR  

Hair tutorial for long hair starts at 0:45 seconds. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1LC2aIzpvLg 

 

 

WHEN ARRIVING LATE 

If you arrive late, please wait for the music to stop before you enter. It is very distracting for 

the class to have someone enter in the middle of an exercise. 

 

STAY HOME WHEN SICK 

Please do not bring your children to class when they have anything contagious or if they are 

unwell. You can use make-up classes for missed classes because of sickness.  

 

STAY IF CHILD NEEDS HELP WITH TOILET 

Please make sure that the child has gone to the toilet before class. If your child can not yet 

use the toilet by themselves, stay or ask another parent to help your child. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=882m4QKu0sg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1LC2aIzpvLg
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Responsibilities 
 

1. By agreeing to these Terms and Conditions legal representatives of students hereby 

represent and warrant that they are sufficiently physically fit to participate in the 

training offered by Piri Ballet, and that they have no medical condition that would 

prevent their participation.  

2. Students are advised not to undertake strenuous physical activity without first 

seeking medical advice if they have concerns over their physical condition and 

wellbeing. Our teachers are not medically qualified so if you have any doubts about 

your child's physical condition, wellbeing and capability to exercise, we strongly 

recommend that you get advice from a doctor first. 

3. It is the students legal representative’s sole responsibility to notify Piri Ballet before 

attending any session of any circumstances affecting their health.  

4. Piri Ballet does not cover the risks of illness and accidents. Each student must be 

insured personally. 

5. Piri Ballet is not liable for any and all damages, accidents, injuries, injuries caused or 

suffered during lessons or during shows. 

6. Piri Ballet is not liable for any thefts in the dressing room and inside the studio. It is 

advisable to leave no valuables.  

7. Piri Ballet will always seek the safety of its students and that is why, we ask you to 

always have your child accompanied by an adult at the beginning and at the end of 

the lesson. Please make sure to arrive shortly before the class finishes. 

 


